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Reviewer's report:

Thank you very much for the opportunity to review this article. I applaud the authors for the development of this ultrasound system. However I do have a few concerns:

Major Compulsory Revisions

1. The intended use of this system is not entirely clear to me. I was wondering if the author could expanded on their view of the utility of this system. How long are their transport times? Are these transports between rural facilities to definitive care or transports from the scene to hospital? I understand the utility of looking for pneumothoracies in the unstable patient but how does a FAST exam change management en route in an ambulance? Would the ambulance be redirected to a different centre? The unstable patient direct to the OR?

It should only take 5 minutes to perform on arrival in the ED. Really not a substantial time saving... If experts are not available to perform it in the ED why not have tele mentoring to the ED rather than to a moving ambulance?

2. If the authors could explain/elaborate on the power calculations. Having 20 raters/observers seems excessive to me. The article cited as the rationale for the power calculation (Sibert et al) used 7 raters but suffered from poor inter-rater reliability. It is unclear how introducing more raters will improve this reliability. Generally reliability is inherent in the rating tool used but can be improved with pre-study training of the raters. I have never used a power calculation to justify number of raters.
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